
Theme:  Journey to the far east

Year:  6           Term: Spring 1

Hook:  Japanese food tasting      
Launch Kensuke’s Kingdom

Using + Applying

Maths: Rainfall plotting graphs- 
annual rainfall comparison 

Writing: To write a year 6 
resolution of what they want to 
achieve - PSHE links to goals and 
aspirations.

DT: I can construct a map of Japan 
including major landmarks.
I can create my own Japanese lantern 
and discuss its representation.

Geography:  I can explore the 8 
regions of Japan. I can locate and 
show natural disasters that have 
happened in Japan.

Science:  I can understand how and why we inherit characteristics from our parents.
                 I can explain how creatures such as ourselves have evolved over time.

PSHE: Being me in 
my world 

Art: I can study and 
reproduce a selection of 
Japanese artwork. 
-Koi/Symbols
-Hokusai 

PE: Gymnastics- I can balance 
using large and small parts of their 
bodies, move at different speeds. I 
can also create a short sequence of 
movements.
Hockey - I can pass, dribble and 
shoot using a hockey stick. I can 
attack and defend.
 

French:  I can listen attentively to 
spoken language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding. I can name and 
describe school equipment.

Homework challenge: 
Create a model  and report which shows 
the evolution of man. 

History:  I can draw and comment 
on traditional Japanese 
clothing/costume.Kimono/warrior
I can identify the place where the 
atomic bomb hit and the history 
behind it and link to WW2.

Computing: I can design, create and 
add content to a website. I can add 
hyperlinks and links too. Music:Listening with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing 

aural memory- ABRSM grade 2. Rhythm and Syncopation. How music has 
changed over time. Sing ‘I’ll Be There’ and play keyboard accompaniments.

Religion: I can explore a range of 
beliefs about God from 5 main 
religions. 


